THE CONSTRUCTION OF A WIRE ROPE

Wire rope consists of a group of strands laid helically around a core. The strands of a wire rope consist of a number of individual wires laid about a central core. Wire rope is versatile. It can be used to transmit motion through almost any plane or angle, to guy or tie down, to hold back, launch or control; to counterbalance, to guide or to lift or to do hundreds of other jobs. Most people do not think of wire rope as a machine, but it is. It is a machine composed of precise, moving parts, all designed to bear a very definite relation to one another. In fact, some wire ropes contain more moving parts than many complicated mechanisms. A six strand rope consisting of 36 wires per stand with an independent wire rope core contains a total of 265 individual wires. All of these must be able to bend and move with respect to one another if the rope is to have the flexibility necessary for successful operation.

ROPE CORE

The purpose of the core is to provide support and maintain the position of the outer strands during operation. The core provides an elastic bed to enable movement or relative displacement and allow deformation of the wire strands when the rope is flexed round a sheave. A core of incorrect size or inferior material will cause a rope not to function properly and will shorten its life.

There are two main types of rope core – Fibre (FC) and Steel (IWRC or WSC)

**FC**
Fibre core around which wire strands are laid.
FC ropes provide excellent flexibility. Additionally, the fibre core is impregnated with lubricant during manufacture thus providing internal lubrication to reduce internal corrosion and wear between wires.

**IWRC**
Independent wire rope core around which wire strands are laid.
IWRC ropes have increased strength and provide good resistance to crushing, distortion and heat. The steel core also provides better support for the outer strands thus ensuring even stress distribution and retention of the rope shape.

**WSC**
Wire strand core around which wire strands are laid.
Used in ropes below 13mm dia.
Has the same benefits as IWRC.

WIRES AND STRANDS

Wire ropes are made up by laying wire strands around a core. The strands themselves are made up of between 3 - 91 wires. The more wires per strand the more flexible the rope will be.

6x36 FC = 6 strands each made up of 36 wires.
Strands laid around a Fibre Core.

6x19 IWRC = 6 strands each made up of 19 wires.
Strands laid around a Steel Core.
STRAND CONSTRUCTION
The strand construction refers to the pattern in which the wires are placed within the strands.

Take for example this 6x19 FC wire.
The actual construction is 6x19 Filler (12/6+6F/1) fibre core. That is 6 strands each made up of 19 wires. Each wire made up of 12 outer wires over 6 inner wires plus 6 filler wires over 1 centre wire. The word filler relates to the strand pattern of which there are three. Filler, Seale and Warrington.

*Filler* – characterised by the small spacer wires which lie in the interstices of the inner layer to help position and support the outer layer.

*Seale* – characterised by having equally sized wires in the outer layer with the same number of uniform but smaller sized wires in the inner layer.

*Warrington* – characterised by having one of its wire layers (usually the outer) made up of an arrangement of alternately large and small wires.

In 6x36 construction, because of the greater number of wires, combinations of the three strand patterns are used. Wire sizes would become too large if only one of the three fundamental patterns were used. For example, Warrington Seale is a blend of the Seale and Warrington patterns. The outer layer has equally sized wires whilst the layer underneath has wires of alternately large and small diameter.

ROPE LAYS
The lay of a wire rope is the description of the way the wires and strands are placed during manufacture. Right and Left lay refers to the direction in which the strands of the rope are wound around the core. Regular and Langs lay refers to the way the wires in the strand are wound in relation to the strands.

**RIGHT HAND LAY** means the strands pass in a left to right direction across the rope.

**LEFT HAND LAY** means the strands pass in a right to left direction across the rope.

**REGULAR or ORDINARY LAY** refers to the way the wires are placed in each strand. Regular or Ordinary lay means that the wires in the strand are laid in an opposite direction to that of the strand. The crowns of the wires appear to be parallel to the axis of the rope. This is the most common lay.

**LANGS LAY** Langs lay means that the wires in the strand are laid in the same direction as the strand. The crowns of the wires appear to be at an angle to the axis of the rope.

The characteristics of each lay are as follows:

**Right Lay** The most common lay

**Left Lay** Used in a few special applications – cable tool drilling line, for example

**Regular Lay** less likely to kink and untwist, easier to handle, more crush resistant than langs lay. Relatively poor wearing qualities due to the point contact on the crown wires in the strand.

**Langs Lay** Increased resistance to abrasion due to the surface pressure being spread over a longer length of wire, greater flexibility and fatigue resistance, has a tendency to kink and untwist and so recommended only for use where the rope and load are secured against rotation.
RHRL or RHOL has the widest range of applications and meets the requirements of most equipment. In fact, other lay specifications are considered exceptions and must be stated when ordering. There are however, the following exceptions. Langs lay is recommended for much excavating, construction and mining applications, including draglines, hoist lines, dredgelines and other similar lines. This is because langs lay ropes are more flexible than regular lay ropes and they also have greater wearing surface per wire than regular lay ropes which results in increased resistance to abrasion.

Where properly recommended, installed and used, langs lay ropes can be used to greater advantage than regular lay ropes. However, langs lay ropes are more susceptible to the abuses of bending over small diameter sheaves, pinching in undersize sheave grooves, crushing when winding on drums and failing due to excessive rotation. Left lay rope has the greatest usage in oil fields on rod and tubing lines, blast hole rigs and spudders where rotation of right lay rope would loosen couplings. The rotation of a left lay rope tightens a standard coupling.

GALVANISING
Zinc coatings provide sacrificial corrosion protection. There are generally two types of Galvanising:
Class A: Has the heaviest weight of zinc coating thus the wire looses some of its physical properties.
Class B: Has a lighter zinc weight than Class A and still retains the full physical properties of ungalvanised* wire.

*Ungalvanised – also referred to as bright or black or self-colour.

LOW-ROTATION WIRE ROPE
A certain amount of rope spin is natural during the operation of most cranes. This should be kept to a minimum as excessive rotation can cause serious fatigue. On single-fall cranes, the damaging effect of spin can be reduced by installing a free-moving ball bearing swivel between the rope and the load. In cases where spin is particularly troublesome it is often advisable to change to a low-rotating construction.

A low-rotation or an anti-twist wire rope consists of an inner layer of strand laid in one direction covered by a layer of strand laid in the opposite direction. This has the effect of counteracting torque by reducing the tendency of the finished rope to rotate.

COMPACTED WIRE ROPE
Compacted strand wire rope is manufactured from strands which have been reduced in diameter by one of several swaging processes. The outer wires of the strand are flattened and the internal wires are no longer round. Compared to standard wire rope of the same diameter, a compacted rope has a greater cross-sectional metallic area resulting in higher strength and its smoother surface makes it more abrasion resistant.